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About This Game

Now you have a chance to operate your own company....of suicide!

This world is doomed. People don't have enough resource to live. As a genius business holder, you realized that it's a chance to
make money! So you rent a small building and began your business - to attract people to jump off your roof.

They will pay for that for your nice service. You made them so happy before they finished their lives.
But you won't be making money peacefully....Zombies are around the corner!

18 different types of customers;

*Sexy* byebye-girls;

A lot of different facilities with different usages;

A lot of researches to research;

Unlock new content by researching or investment;
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Make more money, more money and more money;

Rank the 1st on every list, like The Most Popular Company or The Richest
Company;

20 different waves of zombies;

Some annoying opponents;

Oh and, if everything went well, there may be some mysterious visitors...................
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Title: Jump To Die!!
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
WnMStudio
Publisher:
WnMStudio
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8/10

Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo 2.4, AMD Athlon(TM) X2 2.8 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 9600 GS, Radeon HD4000, Shader Model 3.0, 512 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

English,Simplified Chinese,Italian
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Not bad. Good solid platforming. Good physics. Good music, environment, and art. It can be fun while running and dodging
enemies, and throwing items works well for the most part. The puzzles aren't too challenging and are usually self explanatory.
The problem is when many enemies are on the screen. They are faster than you, can grab you, have perfect aim, and you have to
hit them a ton of times. Also a single hit with the sticks breaks them, which can be quite annoying. The game is super short, and
looks like a ripoff of limbo. The character is cute, although there isn't much of a story. Many places require constant repetition
and the camera can be screwy. The combat and platforming in certain parts can be finnicky and inconsistent. Even witht the
negatives, while they can detract from the overall game, they are more frustrating than anything else. But they do not ruin the
experience. Still it's decent.

7\/10. This software is simple to use, nicely featured and produces fantastic quality videos with little-to-no stress to the system
or slowdown in what you're playing. Highly recommended especially while on sale.. what a great scary game to play. 10\/10
Soundtrack, 10\/10 Relaxing 2nd level, graphics are fun to look at, there is a WARNING dialog before a bossfight, you fly to
the right and cover the screen with lasers.. TLDR; An exciting platform capable of producing HUGE resolution paintings with
highly customizable brushes. I have never used a painting application and been inspired BY the painting application itself before
Black Ink.

To get a good impression of this product and its developers visit the Black ink forum: 
http:\/\/forum.bleank.com\/viewforum.php?f=3

The following is based on my personal experience and user feedback I've read in the discussion boards.

Be aware that this software is:

- In development. Updates roll out on a regular basis, and u2 (developer) is highly responsive to suggestions and issues. Some
tools you might depend on may not be included in the current version. For example, at the time of writing this review there is no
smudge tool but it is slated for inclusion.

- Highly GPU intensive, but from what I can tell most dedicated gpus work fine. Check for compatibility. If you're not super
familiar with computers or other painting applications, know that this is unusual. GPU vs CPU will mean that just because other
painting applications work for you, it is not guaranteed that this one will. It did not work at all on my laptop, but works
wonderfully on my desktop. Try the demo. Paint something HUGE. ;)

- Has node-based programmable brush controllers. Your typical sliders (color, size, opacity, etc.) are still there, but you can go
under the hood to customize your brush by tying the behavior of various brush parameters to the input of your choosing. There
is a lot of untapped potential here. If you're the experimental type or mathematically inclined, you have to check this out.

- Focuses on non-realistic painting, but CAN do realistic just fine. For either type, visit the brush section of the forum to see
what the community has created.. This Game Is A Masterpiece, I have just recently competed this game and I'm so sad that it's
over. To anyone deciding whether to buy this game or not take it from me and buy it as soon as you can. simply Outstanding..
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art: 10
controls: 10
music: 10
replay: very high

pros: its a bullet hell game and within the series of Gundemonium(takes before the events of the first game), which are side
scrollers, this one is vertical. the music is the best of the three games of the series. the art is awesome. even the bosses look
badass. you unlock new dolls(characters) adter you beat the game a few time.

cons: like they said, this one is one the hardest of the series.
the game doesn't tell you how to use bombs, which makes the first boss very hard to kill. in order to use bomb, you need the
flow bar full and just crash\/ram into the "targets" during the boss fight. remember, bombs use one doll.

inshort, if you love the Gundemonium series or hell bullet games, pick this up.
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Loved it.
It has stuff that the usual HOG doesn't have.
Liked how you could search for money and then buy stuff with the money to pretty up a garden.
Also liked using real people for cutscenes , that adds flavour to the game !
The hidden object scenes contain stuff that belong to that scene.
Many HOG combine totaly random and unrelated stuff.
The story was good, the music was very much part of the atmosphere.
This game gets in my top 5 !. Brief:
I love the story very much... but pathetically... i conclude with following advice
"to make a good version of pc you should redesign the things(control, resolution) instead of simple put all the things of psp to pc
version. otherwise thou will only ruin this good game"

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Story:
Very good, i have played psp version of the game and enjoy the story very much so i decided to play it in pc again when i first
heard it will rereleased to pc which is my favorite platform

Sadly and pathetically, i feel very sad when i receive this... i want to enjoy it again... i love the story which is quite meaningful
the girl is so good and sacrifice herself to let the world to relearn good values ... however i cannot play to enjoy the story again...
see below points

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Control:
"using keyboard instead of mouse control for main character movement? it is quite strange in the platform of PC"

The game was quite bad using PC controls although the story is good, I would say YS6, YSF, YSO 's control is better than this
YS7

I really hope YS8's control is based on PC, not a portable devices otherwise i will be quite sad to leave the series...
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Resolution:
the ships in the begin segment of the port makes me this version is poorly ported to pc...

beside i also want to say again to make this version a successful one you should have "no excuse of making a better resolution
for the pc" edition instead of putting psp resolution to the pc

however, i know the benefit is not that much by just porting the games, so i will say
It is acceptable to have low resolution, but the control is awkward and unacceptable.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Conclusion:
what a waste to a good title ... poorly ported to pc... is my conclusion this version of this game
at least improve the control for pc so we will have a reason to replay this on pc.

i just hope one thing... they can make YS8 better, at least to give us the experience from older pc series.. I could of got a mod to
do this, but insisted on giving them some money, I would like to see the entire united states done soon!. I am usually a person
who waits for reviews before i take the plunge on a new game but this looked like a lot of fun so i decided to try my luck, and to
me it was well worth it.

Love the music, the art is, as someone already aptly pointed out, reminicent of Cave Story, and the Gameplay is really quite fun.
Bottom line is this: If you are like me and enjoy fluid platfromers that think outside of the usual run and leap that our Italian
Plumber found so succesful, then you willl like this.
The movement of walking and jumping themseleves are a bit sluggish but that disapears the moment you begin to swing and
slide.
It IS on the difficult side but i find the placement of the respawn spots and how quickly you do so, to mitigate the inevitable
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irratation that comes from dying hundreds of times.
On the technical side of things, I have a pretty weak gaming rig and have yet to find any serious problems.

So yes pick it up and be the best hooker you can be!
(couldnt resist making this reveiw without at least one such comment)

EDIT:

So after sitting down and really devoting some time to this Ive decided to add a few things:

One: This is not a spiderman, or flinthook type game. You will not be easily swinging back and forth like Tarzan on speed. You
will die alot. Then you will probably die some more, and finally to top it all off, you will yell in anguished rage, cursing in
tongues you never knew existed, as you die many many more times after that.

This is a game of Planning and Reflexes.
There is no RNGeebus here, so be sure that when you die, it will be all your fault.

Two: I want to issue a warning to anyone thinking of picking this up: the video you see showcasing the gameplay is someone
having a GREAT PLAYTHROUGH.
At times you will be fighting for small sections at a time, and you will be playing the same part at times over and over again .

But therein lies the reward: Accomplishment.....the feeling that you actually overcame something challenging.

This game doesnt give out participation medals, it doesnt hold your hand and remind you how much Mommy loves you. Its a
tough but fair game, and players who like games Like They Bleed Pixels, or 1001 Spikes would feel right at home here.. Great
game, easy to play, Bladerunner like. Runs fine even on my laptop.
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